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Foreword
This ETSI Technical Report (ETR) has been produced by the Security Techniques Advisory Group
(STAG) Technical Committee of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).

Introduction
This ETR is one of a set of documents to support ETSI Technical Committees in analysing and defining
their specific needs for security and in specifying the security measures that become necessary.
This ETR provides guidance and support for a comprehensive analysis of threats, vulnerabilities, risks and
for the compilation of a specific set of security requirements.
Advice regarding working procedures and documentation is included.
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1

Scope

This ETSI Technical Report (ETR) provides guidance and support for a comprehensive analysis of
threats, vulnerabilities, risks and for the compilation of a specific set of security requirements.
It is the intention to provide the user of this ETR with a comprehensive understanding and methodology
regarding threats, vulnerabilities, risks and security requirements.
The security architecture of a particular system is always unique and the threats and security
requirements are very specific to that system. The contents of this paper provide guidelines and checklists
rather than specifying in too much detail in order to facilitate the application by the user.
This ETR should enable TCs to start their security work from scratch, to take advantage of the experience
from other TCs Security Experts Groups (SEGs) or to adapt solutions that have already been devised.
STCs seeking advice on threat analysis and security requirements capture should ask STAG for support.

2

References

This ETR incorporates by dated and undated reference, provisions from other publications. These
normative references are cited at the appropriate places in the text and the publications are listed
hereafter. For dated references, subsequent amendments to or revisions of any of these publications
apply to this ETR only when incorporated in it by amendment or revision. For undated references the
latest edition of the publication referred to applies.
[1]

ETR 236: "Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); A guide to the ETSI
security standards policy".

[2]

ETR 232: "Network Aspects (NA); Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG);
Glossary of security terminology".

[3]

ETR 233: "Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); A directory of security
features in ETSI standards".

[4]

ETR 237: "Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); Baseline security
standards; Features and mechanisms".

[5]

ETR 340: "Security Technical Advisory Group (STAG); Guidelines for security
management techniques".

[6]

DTR/NA-002603: "Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); Guidelines for
integrating security mechanisms into ETSI standards".

[7]

ETR 234: "Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); A guide to specifying
requirements for cryptographic algorithms".

[8]

DTR/NA-002701: "Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); Guidelines on
the relevance of security evaluation to ETSI standards".

[9]

ETR 330: "Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); A guide to legislation,
recommendations & guidelines governing the provision of security features".

[10]

ETR 083: "Universal Personal Telecommunication (UPT); General UPT security
architecture".

[11]

ETR 086-3: "Trans European Trunked Radio (TETRA) systems; Technical
requirements specification Part 3: Security aspects".

[12]

COM(90) 314 SYN 287: "Draft EU directive on the protection of personal data".

[13]

COM(90) 314 SYN 288: "Draft EU directive on the protection of personal data in
digital telecommunication networks".
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[14]

CD-71-91-502-EN-C: "IT Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC)".

3

Abbreviations

For the purposes of this ETR, the following abbreviations apply:
ACT
DEF
DPT
ECT
EDI
EU
ICT
ITSEC
MNT
RPC
RT
S
SAGE
SAT
SEG
SIT
SRCP
UPT

4

Access Threats
system or service Deficiencies
Data Protection (Privacy) Threats
External (inter-) Communication Threats
Electronic Data Interchange
European Union
Internal (Intra-) Communication Threats
Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria
Management Threats
Remote Procedure Call
Residual Threat
Security feature
Security Algorithms Group of Experts
Threats generated by Safeguards
Security Experts Group
System Integrity Threats
Security Requirements Capture Procedure
Universal Personal Telecommunication

General Methodology

The methodology defined here has 3 different aspects:
a)

working procedure within ETSI;

b)

simplifications and models;

c)

methodology flow chart.
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4.1

Working procedure within ETSI

As STAG is the responsible co-ordination group for security within ETSI, it provides a set of documents
about general aspects of security. STAG provides a general security policy for ETSI and gives guidance to
the TC/STCs so that the work on security in each TC/STC can be carried out efficiently. The relationship
between the different security working groups within ETSI is illustrated in figure 1. For further information
of relationships between these groups, see ETR 236 [1].
re q uire m en ts
fo r alg o rith m s

se cu rity p o licy, g u id e lin e s
se c u rity a rch ite c tu re s

T C -...

T C -..

T C -N A

S T C ...

S T C ...

S AG E

...

STA G

SEG

SEG

le g e n d :
S E G = S e cu rity E xp e rts G ro u p
S A G E = S e c u rity A lg o rith m s G ro u p o f E xp e rts
(S )T C = (S u b -)T e ch n ica l C o m m itte e

Figure 1: Relationship between security working groups within ETSI
Usually, when security work is started within an STC, a special SEG is set up for that purpose.
A SEG consists of both security experts and system service experts respectively. The flow of information
between an individual SEG and STAG is shown in figure 2.

STAG

SEG
re q u e st
a d vic e

security experts
and
system s experts

re q u e st

"h o m e"
STC

a d vic e

d rafting
system s
specifications

TC RTR
DTR /NA00250X
series

g e n e ra l
g u id e lin e s

specific
security
architecture

Figure 2: Information and documentation flow between STAG, SEG and STC
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4.2

Simplifications and models

A large number of different methodologies can be defined for the security requirements capture. For
example one possible approach is to use a special methodology for each system. This, however, would
not be efficient in ETSI where many different systems have to be investigated and duplication of work has
to be avoided.
The solution chosen here approaches the problem with a number of simplifications.
A first simplification is to discuss security on a more abstract level. Firstly security objectives have to be
defined. Then as shown in figure 3 the unverified system is put under review by setting up an abstract
model of the system to allow comparison to other system models that have already been investigated.
d efin ition of
s ec u rity o b ject iv e s

re a l
w o rld

def initio n o f
sec urity p rop e rties

ins ecure
real
s ystem

se cure d
real
s ystem

ind iv id u a l
s e cu rity inv es tiga tion

s ys tem 's
review

a b strac t
le ve l

sys tem 's
redes ig n
fina l
se curit y

m o del of
ins ecure
sys tem

threat m odel
to s ystem
threat
analysis

SR C P

sec urity
risk
features
requirem e nts
risk
s pecifica tion
analysis
ass ess m e nt re port

m o del of
se cure d
s ystem
integration

SRCP

ba ckg ro und
e xperie nc e
ot her

SEG
w o rk

g en e ric
s ecu rity
re q uire m ent s

ge ne ric
th rea ts

STA G
su ppo rt
ge neric
s ecu rity
fea tu re s

m od els

c om pa rable
m odels

m e th o do log y
le g en d:
S R C P = Se c urity R eq uire m e n ts C a p ture P ro ced ure

Figure 3: ETS Security Requirements Capture Procedure (SRCP)
At the abstract level threat analysis and all the security specification is done by taking advantage of
existing STAG documentation about generic security aspects and methodology. Finally a model of the
secured system is set up that will indicate where to redesign the system.
The second simplification is the definition of an abstract model for the security characteristics of a system.
The dotted areas in figure 4 represent a real system with its associated threats. The abstraction of the real
system is realized by its description in terms of security, i.e. the description of its technical vulnerabilities.
From the opposite direction threats to those vulnerabilities are defined also at an abstract level.
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V

T

threats

T

S
V

V S

V
system
V

V

T

V

S

V

S
RT

T

threats

Legend:
system:
S:
T:
RT:

real distributed system exposed to
threats.
Security feature protecting an
individual vulnerability.
Threat.
Residual Threat.

threats:
V:

"cloud" of threats, constantly
changing and only partially
known.
defined individual Vulnerability of
the system.

Figure 4: Abstract model for the relationship between threats, risks, vulnerabilities, security
features and residual risks
Following that procedure the security requirements will become apparent and security features can be
defined. The model allows a one-to-one relationship of threats and security features so that the
effectiveness and completeness of countermeasures can be controlled. Threats that will not, or that will
only partially, be countered are identified as "residual threats" within the model.
Generally three reasons for vulnerability in a system can be identified:
-

design vulnerabilities, caused by design weakness of the system which can be removed by a
redesign of appropriate system functions;

-

avoidable vulnerabilities, caused by a fundamental property of the system and can be fully protected
by a certain security feature;

-

unavoidable vulnerabilities, caused by a sensitive function of the system and for which a security
feature cannot be found. In this case either the sensitive function shall be removed or the
associated threats have to be accepted;

-

forced vulnerabilities, causes by external restrictions or requirements, e.g. legal interception and
data protection issues. Resulting features have to be implemented but should be clearly identified
towards the users and operators of the system.

It becomes obvious that an SRCP can initiate a lot of different activities where the specification of
technical countermeasures is only part of them. As a side effect the SRCP can increase the quality of a
system's design significantly.
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4.3

Explanation of terminology

One example for a security objective could be the confidentiality of information A.
A relevant threat could then be the disclosure of information A.
The needed security requirement could be the confidentiality of information A. Confidentiality could be
provided by a security feature or a security service.
An appropriate security feature could then be realized with a security mechanism using, for example, the
RSA algorithm.
Following this example, a threat could be everything that makes a security objective unsatisfied. The
security requirement could be something that helps to satisfy security objectives in the presence of
threats. Finally, security features should be understood as what needs to be provided in order to meet
security requirements, e.g. security mechanisms, security management techniques, etc.
4.4

Methodology flow chart

Figure 5 briefly describes general steps of a SRCP.
System 's
design
(e.g. by ETSI STC)
SE G security

R edesign
request

work STAR T

S ecurity
O bjectives
definition

S ystem 's
review

T h rea t
analys is

Final
risk
assessm ent

R isk
assessm ent

Security
requirem ents
specification

S T A G docum ents:
- see annex A .

S ecu rity
features
specification

Figure 5: General methodology flow chart
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Each distributed system has a specific profile of threats, vulnerabilities and security requirements.
Depending on the internal structure and the intended tasks of the system a list of basic security objectives
of a very general and generic nature should be defined before any detailed security investigation takes
place. Knowing that an absolute secure system is illusory and prohibitively expensive the security
objectives definition should give a clear orientation for the succeeding investigations.
Before a threat analysis can be started it is necessary to understand all the attributes of the system and to
define the system's boundaries where further investigations should take place. Such a "system review"
should also produce a complete understanding of the system's nature, its whole functionality and
performance, in a way that potential vulnerabilities become transparent.
The succeeding "threat analysis" comes out with a list of system specific threats that have to be
categorized to prepare the following "assessment of risks". System design deficiencies that have been
recognized by SEG members, should lead to an early response to the system designers. This activity is
also part of a threat analysis.
The intention of "risk assessment" firstly is to have some kind of a priority list, which threats are to be
considered more severe, more important or more costly than others. Secondly, risk assessment should
include a TC/STC's plenary decision considering what threats have to be countered and which not. The
pros and cons have to be discussed by both security and system's experts.
The definition of "security requirements" prepares for the specification of the "security features" in the
documents listed in annex A.
These documents will be applied again if the analysis of RTs and the assessment of residual risks
become necessary.
Further details concerning methodology are given in clauses 7, 8, 9 and 10.

5

Security objectives definition

Security objectives represent a high level statement on the aims of the succeeding security investigations.
They should give clear guidance and orientation so that the work on the time consuming efforts "system's
review" and "threat analysis" can concentrate on the major issues. Further these security objectives
should clearly state which Security Issues shall be resolved. The results of the security requirements
capture process should also be in accordance with the security objectives defined.
To some extent the security objectives definition identifies the work programme for a SEG.
Often the definition of security objectives can be simplified when the system's nature is identified to be
similar to another system for which such a definition already exists.
Security objectives should consider generic threats and security requirements and obey to
internal/external security policies and their priorities, legal issues and data protection requirements. The
general procedure is given in figure 6.
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S ys te m 's
(re-)d e s ig n

R e d es ig n req ue st
e v e ry tim e
s ecu rity fea ture s c han g e o r
ne w v ulnerab ilitie s o c c ur

S E G s e c urity w ork S T A R T

S e c u rity o b je c tiv e s
d e fin itio n

Id entifica tion
of s yste m 's
na ture

s e c urity doc um e nts
o f s im ila r s ys tem s

E T S I s e c urity p o lic y: E T R 2 36
Ide ntific a tio n o f
ind iv id ual
s ec urity o bje c tiv e s

S ys te m 's po lic y
L eg al re q uire m ents

S ys te m 's re v ie w
Figure 6: Methodology for the definition of security objectives
5.1

Identification of the system's nature

The identification of the system's nature helps to simplify the system's review and threat analysis because:
-

security work on systems that have a similar nature may partly or fully be adopted;

-

perhaps the system is composed of subsystems that have already been investigated and for which
security objectives already exist.

In telecommunications, for example, the following "natures" of "systems" can be identified:
-

TMNs;

-

distributed databases;

-

distributed processing (Remote Procedure Call (RPC));

-

office-communication, e.g. providing e-mail services, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), file transfer
and messaging;

-

information broadcasting; and

-

real-time operating systems.
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5.2

Identification of individual security objectives

Depending on the system's nature a typical profile of major threats and vulnerabilities can be obvious. In
mobile systems, for example, always the radio path is of particularly concern to security.
Concerning the costs and performance restrictions to the whole system there could be the requirement of
a reduced security level in a migration phase. Also there could be the requirement for compatibility to the
security policy of some other system. This should be clearly stated as a security objective.
Usual security objectives are, for example:
-

confidentiality, integrity, availability and authenticity of information;

-

security control over the system's management;

-

conformity to personal data protection directions; and

-

conformity to national security requirements and export controls.

It is obvious that the security objectives have to be defined according to the security policy given by
ETR 236 [1], legal obligations and any other directions coming from the general system's policy.

6

System review

The system review and the threat analysis are the most time consuming activities in the whole security
requirements capture work.
Especially a comprehensive and complete understanding of the system, its properties, boundaries and
relationships to the external world is a precondition to a successful work on the whole security issue.
Generally systems do not have a common infrastructure or common functional properties. At first glance
this results in an individual model of each particular system.
Many systems, however, consist of components that each are comparable to similar ones within other
systems. This fact can be used to simplify a system review significantly. Figure 7 gives an overview of
possible system components.
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co m m unic ation
in fra stru c tu re

a pp lic ation s a nd
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L 1-4

nod e s

sw itch es
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g ate w a ys

info rm ation flo w ,
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s erv er

fu nct ion s

u pp er la yer
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us er acc es s
to re s ourc es

S ys te m

loc ality
map
data ba s e
s tru ctu re

in fo rm ation
stru c tu re

int erna l
struc tu re o f
in form ation

s e rvic e
p ro file

info rm a tio n
m o del
ne tw ork
m a na ge m e nt

m an ag e m e nt

app lica tion
m a na ge m e nt
se cu rity
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Figure 7: Overview of possible system's components
As security is mostly discussed in connection with a certain association between two communicating
parties an abstraction of this configuration can be used as shown in figure 8. Subjects are defined to be
communicating entities who are responsible for the communication. They can be humans or entities
working on behalf, e.g. personalized smart cards. Objects represent a piece of information that has to be
protected. These can, for example, be identities or signalling data.

object
subject

A

subject

information

B
association

Figure 8: Abstraction of information flow for a simple association
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Usually within ETSI a complete description of a "system" or service consists of the whole documentation
output of an STC. It is rarely possible for an SEG to have all this material as their system review
document.
Considering the work on Universal Personal Telecommunication (UPT) within NA 7 as an example, the
following steps were taken to derive a system's review on the UPT system:
1)

information flow analysis:
-

2)

identification of (personal data) to be stored and processed:
-

3)

separate functions and services that belong to an underlying infrastructure, e.g. IN, network
services, etc. that have to be treated by other ETSI groups for consideration of their security
aspects;

define "horizontal" boundaries:
-

6)

all functions and services are listed in connection with the individual association between the
communicating entities;

define "vertical" boundaries:
-

5)

identify which (personal) data is collected, processed; and stored in the system;
identify the location of databases and processing functions. Identify the lifetime of data to be
stored;

function and services analysis:
-

4)

drawing an information flow map consisting of the communicating subjects and the
associations between them;

identify procedural and physical interrelations to other systems. These systems might
functionally either be different or similar or split into different administrational domains.

identify system's management functions:
-

identify the system's management functions, including network management and security
management functions;

-

describe the information flows in the management network and the entities involved;

A subject is defined as a communicating party that can either be responsible or affected. Examples for
subjects are given below:
-

subjects:
network provider;
network operator (note 2);
service provider;
service operator (note 2);
network user;
network subscriber;
service user;
service subscriber;
third party;
intruder;
prosecutor;
procedure (note 1);
NOTE 1:

Working on behalf of a subject that is responsible for the procedure to be carried out
correctly;
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NOTE 2:

In this case the operators are the people who actually operate the network
components or the service.

Examples of endangered objects to be protected are:
-

objects:
transferred information;
personal data;
signalling data;
database contents;
network resources;
application procedures.

The outcome of the preceding investigation should be a complete abstract model of the system which
provides for a further analysis on any security aspect. It should rather be comprehensive than perfect in
detail.
As far as the system review is concerned, the figure 5 flow chart can be refined according to figure 9.
S yste m 's
d e sign

S e curity
o bjective s
d e finitio n

R e d es ig n re q ue st
e ve ry tim e
S ecu rity fe a tu re s c han g e
o r n e w vu le ra bilitie s o cc u r

In fo rm a tio n flo w
m ap inclu d ing
su bject id entifica tio n
S EG security w o rk S T A R T

S yste m 's rev iew
Id e ntifica tio n o f data
sto red an d p ro ce ss ed

Id e ntificatio n o f
fu n ctio n s a n d se rv ice s

D e fine
"ve rtica l"
bo u ndarie s

D e fine
"h o rizo nta l"
bo u ndarie s

Ide n tify
syste m 's m a na g em e nt
fu n ctio ns

T h rea t ana ly sis
Figure 9: Methodology for a system's review
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7

Threat analysis

The initial threat analysis follows the general concept illustrated in figure 10.
S yste m 's
rev iew

T h re at a na lys is

E xte rn al
re q uire m e n ts

Id e n tify sys te m -s pe cific th re ats
re spe ctiv ely res id u al th rea ts

C ate g oriza tio n of th re a ts
re sp ec tiv ely res id u a l thre a ts

R e d e s ig n
sys tem
d e ficienc ie s
C las sifica tio n of threa ts
re sp ec tiv ely res id u a l thre a ts
A ssig n s ecu rity
in ves tig ations
to o th e r T C /S T C

R isk a sse ssm en t
Figure 10: Methodology for a threat analysis
Threats can be described in a number of ways and their distinguishing features can be defined. Some
examples of such "threat categories" are given in tables 1 and 2. Especially the telecommunicationspecific threats categories shown in table 1 offer the opportunity to identify "standard" countermeasures
against "standard"-threat-scenarios in different telecommunication environments.
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Table 1: Examples for "general" categories of threats
"general" threat categories
consequences
loss of accountability
loss of transparency
loss of availability
loss of integrity
loss of confidentiality
loss of trustworthiness
loss of validity
loss of originality
loss of privacy
loss of prosecution
loss of charges
loss of image/clients
fraud

motivation

technical

accidental

active

physical

deliberate

passive

logical

Table 2: Examples for "telecommunication-specific" categories of threats

Abbreviation
ACT
MNT
ECT
ICT
DPT
SIT
DEF
SAT

telecommunication specific threat categories
Category
Access Threats
Management Threats
External (inter-) Communication Threats
Internal (intra-) Communication Threats
Data Protection (Privacy) Threats
System Integrity Threats
system or service Deficiencies
Threats generated by Safeguards

For telecommunication, a number of specific threats are shown in table 3.
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Table 3: Threats common to telecommunication systems

Threat descriptor

typical
application
D
D

category
telecommunication
technical
specific
active
passive
ACT, ECT, ICT
X
ACT, ECT, ICT
X

impersonation
masquerade of communicating
parties and entities
identity interception (note 3)
M, D
DPT, ECT
password interception (note 3)
D
ACT, ECT
data interception of signalling and
M, D
ACT, DPT, ECT
user data (note 3)
replay of signalling and user data
M, D
ACT, ECT, ICT
unauthorized copying (note 5)
modification and violation of data
M, D
ACT, ECT, ICT
X
e.g. customers personal data (note 4)
access right manipulation
M, D
ECT, ICT
X
misuse of access rights
D
ACT, ECT, ICT
X
denial of service
D
ACT, ECT, ICT
X
denial of sending respectively
M, D
ICT
X
authorship (repudiation)
denial of receipt
M
ICT
access control
M
ICT
installation of intentional malfunction,
M, D
SIT
X
sabotage
NOTE 1:
DEF threats can occur every time.
NOTE 2:
D = Dialogue, including database access
M = Message, document or file transfer.
NOTE 3:
Includes tapping.
NOTE 4:
Includes deletion and addition.
NOTE 5:
Means simple copying of information rather than the alteration of bits of it.

X
X
X
X

X
X

Threats may be caused by the subjects defined in clause 6, especially:
-

inside (regular) users or operators;

-

outside hackers or intruders.

A threat analysis may be comprehensive but will never be complete. A pragmatic approach, however, is to
define threats with the help of general threat categories which are already known from other investigations
and against those already well defined security features exist. For a complex and distributed system this
approach has to be executed in several steps.
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7.1

Identification of system-specific threats

A list should be generated from the information gathered during the system's review about all those
functions and services of the system that can be accessed by any subjects, especially users and possible
intruders.
All system functions should be defined to happen between particular subjects that communicate via
certain associations. Each of these configurations of subjects and associations within the system is
analysed for threats. After that the identified threats are categorized and described, according to the
following scheme:
-

guideline to identify, categorize and classify threats:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

select function;
describe threats to this function;
categorize each threat with a system and function-specific id;
categorize each threat also with a general, telecommunication specific category according to
tables 1 and 2;
identify all associations and objects concerned and all threatening and threatened subjects;
classify each threat according to whether:
-

7)
7.2

it is inherent to the system or to mandatory system's function;
it is caused by design deficiencies;
it has to be investigated by another TC/STC because the threat comes from another
domain, context or infrastructure;

put all this information into a table.
Identification of threats based on external requirements

All system specific functions should additionally be investigated for threats resulting from external
requirements like:
-

system's design obligations;
legal requirements on data protection;
regulations for legal interception;
national or international trade regulations;
quality requirements;
specific regulations for individual business branches.

External requirements of a very general nature might have been already defined in the security objectives
phase, others might occur later during the threat analysis phase and still others might be caused by
design directives to the system.
7.3

Guidelines to the identification of data protection threats

The general guidelines on the definition of threats to personal data integrity should be taken from
European Union (EU) documents COM(90) 314 SYN 287 and 288.
It is useful to identify those human actors in the system whose personal data might be threatened, e.g.:
-

users;
subscribers;
operators, service providers; and
third parties.

Another issue is to identify the location of sensitive data within the system. Is it a distributed or a central
database? Which are the data processing functions? Who has access rights on these functions? Is there
any audit or control on personal data processing?
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A general security objective of data protection is that:

"Only such personal data may be collected, processed and stored that are indispensable for the
intended system or service features.
Such data should only be stored at locations where necessary and should be deleted as soon as
possible."
Therefore requirements for the collection, location, processing and time of storage of personal data should
be specified.
A common threat to personal data integrity is the possibility of collecting a profile of an individual personal
behaviour concerning:
-

the circumstances of his business;
his personal time management; or
his temporary location.

Eavesdropping of signalling or management data exchanged within or between networks could also
present a threat to personal data integrity.
7.4

Guidelines to the identification of threats related to inter-network communication

For the exchange of data concerning operation, maintenance and charging between service providers and
network operators, a number of procedures will usually have to be defined for the specific inter-network
communication.
To define possible threats to the inter-network communication it is necessary to:
-

identify the concerned functional entities in the network and communication links between them;
identify the individual procedures for each communication link against which threats can occur.

Threats concerning the communication between subscribers, users and other parties to the network
should also be addressed.
All inter-network procedures should be investigated for threats, for example:
-

transfer of charging data;
transfer of updates to databases (e.g. home and visited databases);
call handling procedures.

Generic threats to inter-network communication are, for example:
-

network connection to the wrong database;
masquerading of network entities;
modification, deletion and replay of signalling and management data; and
eavesdropping of signalling data.
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7.5

Guidelines to the identification of threats to system integrity

All systems applied or implemented by service providers face a number of threats resulting from any
internal systems security violations, like:
-

unintended or hidden functionality;
insufficient reliability;

that are caused by means of:
-

local implementation;
local operation;
the domain specific security policy.

Some support can also be taken from the EU documentation on Information Technology Security
Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC).
7.6

Guidelines to the identification of threats due to security policies

Service providers and system operators are likely to have different security policies within their local
domains. This may lead to different quality levels for features like the protection of personal data integrity
as well as for the security mechanisms supporting authentication and access control.
A threatening situation may, for example, occur when the strong authentication and access procedures of
system or an underlying network are weakened simply by the chaining of this system or this underlying
network with another system or underlying network that applies less secure authentication and access
control procedures.
Another example of threats resulting from different levels of security between different security domains is
the threat to confidential user data that is to be transmitted via the chain of some mobile radio network and
some conventional network.
If two entities implemented two different levels of security there would be the danger that one undermines
the security of the other.
Security policy might also include individual national regulation on legal interception etc. that may lead to
different levels of security.

8

Risk assessment

The main goals of risk assessment are:
-

evaluation and comparison of threats;
risk assignment to threats;
identification of major risks; and
preparation of management decisions (by setting up comprehensive risk assessment reports).

Risk assessment relies very much on an appropriate preceding categorization and classification of
threats. The result of the risk assessment procedure should be presented to the system/service provider
respectively to the responsible TC/STC plenary as the "risk assessment report" for decision. The
presentation should be provided by the responsible SEG and the decision should be taken by the
responsible TC/STC.
The methodology for a risk assessment procedure is shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11: Methodology for risk assessment
TC/STCs plenaries may not be familiar with all aspects of security, however risks and the consequences
for the system/service shall be brought to their full attention. Therefore the whole risk assessment
procedure shall be documented in a comprehensible risk assessment report.
8.1

Evaluation of threats and definition of risks

In a first step all threats are evaluated according to the following scheme:
guideline to evaluate threats:
1)

evaluate impact (= "I") on each threatened subject, e.g. using five different levels (1 through 5);

2)

identify likelihood of occurrence (= "0") for each threat, using five different levels (1 through 5);

3)

calculate an exposure factor (= "Ix0") for each threat;

4)

identify the exposure ranking presenting a threat priority list;

5)

put all this information into the threat evaluation table.

A threat evaluation table might look like table 4.
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Table 4: Example of a threat evaluation table
Threat descriptor

Threat A
Threat B
Threat C

Impact
Value
(I)
5
3
2

Likelihood
of occurrence
(0)
1
3
4

Exposure
Factor
(Ix0)
5
9
8

Exposure
Ranking
3
1
2

The exposure factor is a simple multiple of an assessment of the likelihood of a particular threat occurring,
and the effect of that threat on the business/telecommunication service should it occur:
-

the likelihood of occurrence should be graded on a simple scale (1 - 5 is a suitable resolution, with 1
being unlikely and 5 being highly likely);

-

similarly the effect or impact of an occurrence should be graded on a simple scale (again, 1 - 5
provides sufficient resolution for evaluation purposes, 1 being low impact and 5 being high impact);

-

the exposure factor is the multiple of the likelihood and the impact.

For example:
-

threat A has a very low likelihood of occurrence (e.g. earthquake) but if it happens, would have a
high impact so would have an impact grading of 5;

-

threat B has a medium likelihood of occurrence (e.g. flood) and has a medium impact - 3;

-

threat C has a fairly high likelihood of occurrence (e.g. incorrect data entry on a manual data entry
system), but has relatively little impact so has an impact grading of 2.

These procedures make completely different threats comparable to one another with respect to the level
of risk they mean to the system.
In a second step, a certain "risk" and its "risk evaluation value" is defined for each threat, as given in
table 5.
The terms and values used in table 5 need to be such that they can be understood by non-security
experts for evaluation and comparison. Terms that are usually used to define threats are mostly not very
well understood by other people than the security experts themselves.
It should be noted the risk evaluation value sometimes has to be converted into monetary values.
However, this conversion is outside the scope of this ETR. Therefore here we talk about "primary"
evaluation values.
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Table 5: Example for risk definition and the assignment of (primary) evaluation values
Risks
loss of availability of resources or service
loss of integrity or confidentiality
loss of accountability (for actions or transactions)
destruction of components
loss of charges
by subscriber
fraud
by intruder
by staff
by business partners
loss of marketability
penalty, e.g. for a breach of the law
theft
to subscriber
loss of
to third parties
trustworthiness
to public
to authorities

8.2

Risk evaluation value
impact, percentage
impact, frequency
impact, frequency
impact, number of identified components per period
impact, percentage
impact, percentage

impact, percentage
impact, frequency
impact, frequency
impact, frequency

Determine threshold for major threats respectively risks

Risk assessment starts with the result of the evaluation of threats. A threshold has to be determined so
that it can be decided which threats have to be treated further on in the risk assessment procedure and
which not. For example, a threshold can be determined by setting a certain exposure factor.
8.3

Evaluation of the global risk, risk assessment report

The preceding analysis of individual risks comes out with a general evaluation of the risk situation for the
system. This could be some kind of verbal interpretation of the evaluation tables set up previously.
All the tables, their interpretation for the global risk situation and recommendations on how to proceed are
put down as a "temporary risk assessment report" appropriate for a management decision, e.g. in a
TC/STC plenary meeting.
8.4

TC/STC management decision

In a TC/STC plenary the temporary risk assessment report is presented. It has to be discussed what
expenditures in terms of time, money and effort could be afforded to meet the individual risks and what
risks could be "accepted" and not further treated for countermeasures.
Therefore in case of each prioritized individual risk a decision has to be made. After that there is a
mandate for the SEG against which risks countermeasures have to be worked out, beginning with the
specification of security requirements. Also the SEG is given guidance what expenditures will be
acceptable to the TC/STC for each individual countermeasures.
8.5

Setting up the final risk assessment report

After security requirements have been identified and countermeasures been investigated a review on
threats and risks takes place.
In a final risk assessment report all non-avoidable residual risks are clearly identified also recalling the
relevant (TC/STC) management decisions on that point.
As the final risk assessment report gives a good overview on the residual vulnerabilities of the secured
system they should be kept as part of the system specification.
However, it could be reasonable to keep the final risk assessment report confidential.
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9

Security requirements

For each threat associated with a prioritized risk identified in the risk assessment report a security
requirement has to be postulated.
The number of different kinds of security requirements should be kept to a minimum.
However, they should be given attributes that allow a detailed specification. Security requirements should
as much as possible be associated with the security features that have to be specified later on. This is to
simplify the matching of countermeasures to the security requirements defined.
Figure 12 explains the methodology for the definition of security requirements.
R isk
ass essm ent
R isk assessm ent report

S ecurity requirem ents
specification

A ssociate
security
requirem ents
to threats

T hreat analysis
R isk assessm ent report
S ecurity requirem ents specification

A pply S T A G
docum ents given
in annex A
for the specific ation
of security features

Figure 12: Methodology for a security requirements specification
A pre list of security requirements is presented in table 6. These will become more detailed following the
assessment of more projects.
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Table 6: Examples for common security requirements
Requirement
Attributes (examples)
Authentication
Authenticated subject
Mutual authentication
subject A
subject B
Integrity
File/message or dialogue
Non repudiation
......
Receipt confirmation
......
Protection against replay
......
Protection against delay
......
Protection against malicious traffic . . . . . .
flow generation (note)
Protection against misrouteing
Call/message
Confidentiality
File/message or dialogue
Access control
......
Activity monitoring
......
Event control
......
Security alerts
......
Data protection
......
Legal interception
......
Evaluation according to ITSEC
......
Charging control
......
Access device identification
......
Exclude service or function
......
NOTE:
e.g. Intended to increase a user's telephone bill.

Authenticated subject
....
Voice
Data
....

Voice

Data

....

Sometimes it may be reasonable to present security requirements specifically with respect to either a
service /system provider or to the user of the system, examples of which are given below:
-

security requirements with respect to the service provider:
-

-

security requirements with respect to the user:
-

-

accountability;
correctness of user data transmitted;
controlled access to service network resources, e.g. via authentication of users;
confidentiality of signalling data;
availability of service;
integrity of signalling data;
non-repudiation of call charges;
auditing of service accesses;
prevention of misusing resources;
integrity of service and network management;
recognition of regulation. esp. data protection laws;

availability;
reliability;
malicious call traceability;
privacy, anonymity, untraceability by another user or by an operator;
confidentiality of user data;
non-repudiation of data exchanged with other users;
authentication between users;
integrity of user data;

security requirements with respect to external agencies:
-

provision for legal interception;
data protection restrictions;
evaluation requirements (e.g. ITSEC).
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Annex A:

List of work items referred to in this ETR

The following STAG work items are referred to in this ETR.
ETR 234:

"Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); A guide to specifying
requirements for cryptographic algorithms".

ETR 330:

"Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); A guide to legislation,
recommendations & guidelines governing the provision of security features".

ETR 237:

"Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); Baseline security standards;
Features and mechanisms".

ETR 340:

"Security Technical Advisory
management techniques".

DTR/NA-002603:

"Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); Guidelines for integrating security
mechanisms into ETSI standards".

DTR/NA-002701:

"Security Techniques Advisory Group (STAG); Guidelines on the relevance of
security evaluation to ETSI standards".

Group

(STAG);

Guidelines

for

security
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